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Diagnosing newborns with suspected mitochondrial disorders:
an economic evaluation comparing early exome sequencing to
current typical care
Samuel A. Crawford 1✉, Cynthia L. Gong1,2, Leah Yieh1,2, Linda M. Randolph3 and Joel W. Hay1

PURPOSE: To determine the value of early exome sequencing (eES) relative to the current typical care (TC) in the diagnosis of
newborns with suspected severe mitochondrial disorders (MitD).
METHODS: We used a decision tree–Markov hybrid to model neonatal intensive care unit (NICU)–related outcomes and costs,
lifetime costs and quality-adjusted life-years among patients with MitD. Probabilities, costs, and utilities were populated using
published literature, expert opinion, and the Pediatric Health Information System database. Incremental cost-effectiveness ratios
(ICER) and net monetary benefits (NMB) were calculated from lifetime costs and quality-adjusted life-years for singleton and trio
eES, and TC. Robustness was assessed using univariate and probabilistic sensitivity analyses (PSA). Scenario analyses were also
conducted.
RESULTS: Findings indicate trio eES is a cost-minimizing and cost-effective alternative to current TC. Diagnostic probabilities and
NICU length-of-stay were the most sensitive model parameters. Base case analysis demonstrates trio eES has the highest
incremental NMB, and PSA demonstrates trio eES had the highest likelihood of being cost-effective at a willingness-to-pay (WTP) of
$200,000 relative to TC, singleton eES, and no ES.
CONCLUSION: Trio and singleton eES are cost-effective and cost-minimizing alternatives to current TC in diagnosing newborns
suspected of having a severe MitD.
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INTRODUCTION
In the United States, serious but treatable inherited metabolic
diseases are detected through state-mandated newborn screen-
ing protocols.1 However, mitochondrial disorders (MitD) may not
be captured. When a diagnosis is undetermined, newborns
undergo a diagnostic odyssey involving multiple tests.2 During
this period, quick diagnosis is critical for patient stabilization or
palliative care. Diagnosis turnaround time and accuracy also have
implications for inpatient health-care resource utilization due to
resource-intensive medical management. Infants with severe MitD
are often admitted to the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU),
incurring significant daily costs as their illness remains
undiagnosed.
MitD refers to a spectrum of genetic disorders that occurs in a

variety of patients, ranging from immediate onset in newborns, to
later onset in adults.3 Newborns with suspected MitD tend to have
a worse prognosis and shorter life expectancy than those
diagnosed later in life, often presenting with a combination of
symptoms ranging from seizures to cardiomyopathies and
persistent metabolic disturbances.4,5 However, the hallmark of
MitD, left untreated, is steady progression and increased involve-
ment of multiple organ systems.5 Due to clinical and genetic
heterogeneity, MitD clinical presentation can overlap with other
diseases, leading to longer NICU length-of-stay and complicating
diagnosis.4,5 Rapid diagnosis in this context is critical for making
informed treatment decisions.

Currently, the MitD typical care (TC) diagnostic pathway varies
depending on care setting, but often begins with clinical
observation.6 Initial evaluation is followed by biochemical blood
and urine screens, laboratory tests, and imaging studies such as an
electrocardiogram or echocardiogram.6 Genetic studies with less
resolution than exome or genome sequencing, such as microarray
testing and karyotyping, are also common.7 Historically, this may
then be followed by liver or muscle biopsies, which can cost
upward of $5,500.7 These workups can extend the length-of-stay
in the NICU by several days, adding to diagnostic uncertainty,
which can lead to significant family anxiety and emotional burden,
without changing medical management. Exome sequencing (ES)
may offer a valuable way to quickly diagnose these patients,
despite costing upward of US$5,000 to $7,000, by diagnosing
patients earlier and more efficiently.8,9

Due to its precision and quick turnaround time potential, ES
inclusion, both trio and singleton, earlier in the care pathway
represents a decision problem for neonatologists and geneticists.
Earlier diagnosis may impact inpatient care, provide more accurate
and timely family counseling, facilitate palliative care decisions, or
reduce futile and sometimes invasive operations for severely
affected neonates (Appendix Note 1). Currently, genetic testing
reimbursement is dependent on payer and hospital dynamics,
limiting current sequencing applications. Evidence demonstrating
earlier diagnosis value by singleton or trio early exome sequen-
cing (eES) is necessary to convince decision makers to reimburse
this diagnostic.
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Several single-institution studies have found hospital cost
savings tied to earlier introduction of ES as a diagnostic
approach.9–11 While these studies provide useful data on the cost
borne by hospitals, they lack key information on the societal and
health-care sector benefit associated with earlier diagnoses. These
studies highlight the need for a robust cost-effectiveness analysis
of ES for severe inherited disorders to assess the economic value
of earlier genetic testing in newborns. As a case study for
understanding the clinical economics of ES, our analysis models
eES relative to TC.
The four comparators explored here are (1) trio eES, (2)

singleton eES, (3) trio TC, and (4) singleton TC (Fig. 1). TC is
defined as the typical diagnostic workup for a newborn suspected
of having a severe MitD, with either trio or singleton ES used as a
last-line diagnostic. Singleton eES is defined as first-line ES of the
newborn, leading to discharge in the event of a positive diagnosis.
Trio eES is identical to singleton; however, the newborn’s parents
are also tested. In the event of no diagnosis through eES, TC is the
last-line diagnostic.
Researchers, clinicians, payers, and decision makers are tasked

with determining when to incorporate ES into the diagnostic
pathway.9,12–14 The goal of this analysis is to address this problem
through a comprehensive assessment of neonatal MitD diagnosis.
Here, we present a cost-effectiveness model from both the
societal and health-care sector perspectives, analyzing the value of
eES relative to the current TC in diagnosing neonates suspected of
having a severe MitD.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Model structure
To model the decision problem facing clinicians presented with a critically
ill newborn suspected of having a MitD, we analyzed economic and clinical
outcomes associated with MitD using a hybrid decision tree and Markov
model (Fig. 1, Appendix Note 2). We did not include MitD patients older
than one month, as they often experience a different diagnostic odyssey
and decision problem.15 We chose a model time horizon of 25 years,
reflecting the maximum reported life expectancy for newborns suspected
of having a severe MitD.16 All outcomes and costs were discounted at a
rate of 3% per year. Cost–consequence and budget impact analyses were
conducted from the health-care sector perspective. Cost–utility analysis
was conducted from the societal perspective (Appendix Note 3).17

Each comparator was evaluated relative to singleton TC. Due to clinical
heterogeneity of MitD, TC may vary depending on the care setting, with

literature and guidelines suggesting dozens of tests.4,18 When faced with
multiple, seemingly disparate disorders spanning from multiple organ
system failure to developmental delay, clinicians need to be well-equipped
to diagnose the varying symptoms of MitD, thus TC in this context is all-
encompassing.4,5

The main differentiator between both forms of eES and TC is the length-
of-stay in the NICU and the proportion of patients successfully diagnosed
per arm. Since earlier diagnosis can either facilitate end-of-life care or
medical management without a major improvement in outcomes relative
to later diagnosis, we expect the life expectancy to be similar across all
arms. In this model, we assume that a provider solely used ES as their
genetic diagnostic.

Costs
Due to MitD patient clinical heterogeneity, little current research has been
published on NICU resource utilization by neonates with severe MitD.
However, the Pediatric Health Information System (PHIS) database
provides clinical and resource utilization data for all pediatric patients
admitted to more than 45 major children’s hospitals throughout the
United States.19 PHIS data and sensitivity analyses capture the breadth of
NICU stays in terms of length and cost (Appendix Note 4).
Inpatient stay indirect costs in the NICU are calculated as unpaid

caregiver time dedicated to MitD patient care beyond that for a healthy
newborn. These values were calculated using expert opinion and
published literature associated with transportation and caregiver waiting
time during care episodes.20 Indirect costs post-NICU discharge are
calculated likewise, but are centered around home care (Table 1, Appendix
Table 1, Appendix Table 2, Appendix Note 5).
Published data and literature are limited regarding long-term costs and

quality of life associated with severe MitD. One hallmark of MitD
symptomatology is the presence of severe neurodevelopmental deficits
that lead to clinical manifestations sometimes labeled as cerebral palsy
(CP).4 CP and MitD are also both chronic conditions with birth/early
childhood onset and no known curative options. We used CP as a proxy for
long-term costs for newborns with severe MitD, under the assumption that
postdischarge costs associated with CP are like those of MitD. The direct
costs associated with CP are calculated from published literature, per year
of life (Table 1, Appendix Table 2).21–24

All costs are adjusted to 2019 US dollars, and foreign costs adjusted
using medical goods purchasing power parity (Appendix Table 3).25

Utilities
For this model, only two health states have associated utilities: within the
NICU and post-NICU. Newborns lack the ability to report health states, thus
quality-of-life metrics, from the patient perspective, remain unpublished
for this population. Published utility values from the parent perspective of
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Fig. 1 Modeling economic value of early exome sequencing (eES) for newborns suspected of having a mitochondrial disorder (MitD) in
the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU). A decision tree is displayed here until the discharge node, where a three-state Markov model is used
to model longer-term, postneonatal intensive care unit (NICU) outcomes for these patients. Nodes represent the culmination of patient care
through that point. Patients that expire during their NICU stay are followed until the discharge node. No sequencing was evaluated during
scenario analyses and resembles the typical care (TC) comparator arm without last-line exome sequencing.
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Table 1. Base case model parameters.

Parameters Base case value Range used for one-
way and
probabilistic
sensitivity analyses

Distribution used
for PSA

Reference

Costs (2019 USD, per year)

NICU

Direct costs

Exome sequencing $5,247 $4,198 $6,297 Gamma 9, expert opinion

Average NICU costs per day $5,509 $4,408 $6,611 Gamma PHIS

Indirect costs

Caregiver time spent in NICU (assuming 1
caregiver at a time)

$55.96 $44.77 $67.15 Gamma Expert opinion

Transportation costs per day $47.36 $37.89 $56.83 Gamma 34 (Adjusted for IRS
IFEBP rates)

Post-NICU

Indirect costs

Informal Care by caregivers $18,914 $15,132 $22,697 Gamma 24

Direct costs (medical)

Hospital costs per year (<2 years old) $37,337 $29,870 $44,805 Gamma 22

Hospital costs per year (2–<18) $15,546 $12,437 $18,655 Gamma 22

Hospital costs per year (18-<65) $16,040 $12,832 $19,248 Gamma 22

Intense therapy (25–40 hours per week, @
1–2 years of age)

$158,358 $126,687 $190,030 Gamma 21

Intense therapy (age 3–7) $54,636 $43,709 $65,563 Gamma 21

Intense therapy (age 8–12) $6,780 $5,424 $8,136 Gamma 21

Intense therapy (age 13–17) $5,848 $4,679 $7,018 Gamma 21

Intense therapy (age 18–22) $2,108 $1,686 $2,530 Gamma 21

Physician visits (per year for severe CP) $7,149 $5,719 $8,579 Gamma 35

Prescription medications (per year for
severe CP)

$777 $621 $7,768 Gamma 35

Assistive devices (per year for severe CP) $588 $470 $705 Gamma 35

Direct costs (nonmedical)

Lifetime costs—caretaking, school-related,
etc. for CP per year

$12,104 $9,683 $14,525 Gamma 23

Modifications, home and auto $4,021 $3,217 $4,826 Gamma 35

Special education (ages 3–17 only) $7,357 $5,885 $8,828 Gamma 35

Utilities

NICU 0.87 0.70 1.0 Beta 26

Post-NICU 0.60 0.08 0.72 Beta 36

Probabilities

Diagnostics

Early exome sequencing

Singleton

True positive (TP) 0.43 0.35 0.52 Beta 37

False positive (FP) 0.00037 0.00030 0.00044 Beta 38

Unconfirmed diagnoses 0.57 0.45 0.68 Beta 1 – (TP+ FP)

Trio

True positive (TP) 0.60 0.48 0.72 Beta 39

False positive (FP) 0.00037 0.00030 0.00044 Beta 38

Unconfirmed diagnoses 0.40 0.32 0.48 Beta 1 – (TP+ FP)

Typical care (TC) post unconfirmed Dx from eES
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Table 1 continued

Parameters Base case value Range used for one-
way and
probabilistic
sensitivity analyses

Distribution used
for PSA

Reference

True positive 0.60 0.48 0.72 Beta 19

False positive 0.14 0.11 0.17 Beta 19

True negative 0.15 0.12 0.18 Beta 1 – (TP+ FP+ FN)

False negative (FN)a 0.11 0.09 0.14 Beta 1 – (TP+ FP+ TN)

Typical care

True positive 0.60 0.48 0.72 Beta 19

False positive 0.14 0.11 0.17 Beta 19

Unconfirmed 0.26 0.21 0.32 Beta 1 – (TP+ FP)

Exome sequencing post unconfirmed Dx

Singleton

True positive 0.43 0.35 0.52 Beta 38

False positive 0.00037 0.00030 0.00044 Beta 39

True negative 0.15 0.12 0.18 Beta 1 – (TP+ FP+ FN), Assuming
Same TN

False negative 0.42 0.33 0.50 Beta 1 – (TP+ FP+ TN)

Trio

True positive 0.60 0.48 0.72 Beta 40

False positive 0.00037 0.00030 0.00044 Beta 39

True negative 0.15 0.12 0.18 Beta 1 – (TP+ FP+ FN), Assuming
Same TN

False negative 0.25 0.20 0.30 Beta 1 – (TP+ FP+ TN)

Transitionsb

True positive

p(Discharge) 0.65 0.52 0.78 Beta PHIS, expert opinion

p(Death) 0.35 0.28 0.42 Beta 1 – p(Discharge)

False positive

p(Discharge) 0.79 0.63 0.95 Beta 1 – p(Death)

p(Death) 0.21 0.17 0.25 Beta 40

True negative

p(Discharge) 0.79 0.63 0.95 Beta 1 – p(Death)

p(Death) 0.21 0.17 0.25 Beta 40

False negative

p(Discharge) 0.1 0.08 0.12 Beta Expert opinion, Assumed

p(Death) 0.9 0.72 1.0 Beta 1 – p(Discharge)

NICU length-of-stay (days)

Early exome sequencing

Early exome sequencing—true positive 28 22.4 33.6 Log normal Expert opinion

Early exome sequencing—false positive 28 22.4 33.6 Log normal Expert opinion

Typical care (TC) post unconfirmed Dx—true
positive

42 33.6 50.4 Log normal PHIS

Typical care (TC) post unconfirmed Dx—false
positive

42 33.6 50.4 Log normal PHIS

Typical care (TC) post unconfirmed Dx—true
negative

56 44.8 67.2 Log normal PHIS, expert opinion

Typical care (TC) post unconfirmed Dx—false
negative

56 44.8 67.2 Log normal PHIS, expert opinion
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a child in the ICU were used as a proxy for the utility of a severe MitD
newborn in a level III/IV NICU. Utility values published were based on
standard gamble responses (Table 1, Appendix Table 4).26 For post-NICU
modeling, published utilities generated from a standard gamble response
were also used (Table 1, Appendix Table 4).

Probabilities and length-of-stay
Diagnostic probability either through singleton eES, trio eES, or TC was
calculated using published literature and expert opinion (Table 1). We
calculated the true positive diagnostic probability as the median of several
probabilities published in the current literature on the use of ES in
diagnosing MitD. With continued innovations, we believe this value may
be a conservative estimate of the true positive diagnostic capability for
neonatal MitD. In this model, we assumed that (1) the sum of each
diagnostic probability is equal to one, (2) false positives are rare during
genetic sequencing based on published literature, and (3) true negative
diagnoses are more common than false negative (Table 1). Values
populating these parameters were validated with experts in genetic
medicine and neonatology to confirm validity (See Appendix Note 6).
Each arm’s NICU length-of-stay was determined using published

literature and the PHIS database. Values used to populate this model
were then corroborated with expert opinion.
Transition probabilities from the NICU to discharge or death were

calculated per diagnostic arm (true/false positive, true/false negative) using
PHIS data, expert opinion, published literature, and assumptions where
data were unavailable (Table 1). The inclusion of each possible outcome
allows the model to more accurately reflect the true diagnostic capability
and clinical realities of each approach and to capture the benefit of
including an innovative diagnostic within TC. Likelihood of death in the
NICU was calculated as 1 minus the probability of discharge. Due to the
severity associated with inherited neonatal onset MitD, we assumed
patients with either false positive or true negative diagnoses for MitD,
indicating the patient likely had a non-MitD metabolic disorder, had a
higher likelihood of surviving the NICU than patients with either a true

positive or false negative diagnosis. Survival likelihood contingent on true/
false positive, true false/negative drives duration in each health state.
These transition assumptions were tested using sensitivity analyses to

determine robustness of findings. Since severe MitD requires significant
medical management, it was assumed that patients with a false negative
diagnosis were less likely to survive the NICU. After discharge from the
NICU, transition probabilities from alive to death were calculated using
published literature and assumptions that false positive MitD patients were
likely healthier than true positive ones, and false negative patients likely
much sicker than true positive (Table 1). Post-NICU Markov stages occur in
yearly cycles. Probabilities of death per cycle were consistent each year
(Table 1). These values were validated using expert opinion and literature
(Appendix Notes 6, 7).
Patient palliative care in this model is assumed to be like current care

before patient death. Due to clinical heterogeneity and the target patient
population, health state utilities and cost during a palliative care state are
difficult to quantify but are conservatively assumed to be like current care.

Outcomes
The primary outcomes for the analysis were the incremental cost-
effectiveness ratio (ICER) and incremental net monetary benefits (iNMBs).
ICERs were calculated using formula (1):

ICER ¼ eWES Cost � TC Cost
eWES Outcome� TC Outcome

(1)

INMB is calculated as the difference in NMB between singleton eES or trio
eES, and TC, using formulas (2) and (3). NMB was calculated at willingness-
to-pay (WTP) thresholds of $50,000 and $200,000 per quality-adjusted life-
year (QALY). $50,000 was selected as a similar proxy to the UK’s National
Health Service decision-making threshold, and $200,000 was selected as an
approximation of three times gross domestic product per capita, which can

Table 1 continued

Parameters Base case value Range used for one-
way and
probabilistic
sensitivity analyses

Distribution used
for PSA

Reference

Typical care

Typical care—true positive 42 33.6 50.4 Log normal PHIS

Typical care—false positive 42 33.6 50.4 Log normal PHIS

Exome sequencing post unconfirmed Dx—
true positive

56 44.8 67.2 Log normal PHIS, expert opinion

Exome sequencing post unconfirmed Dx—
false positive

56 44.8 67.2 Log normal PHIS, expert opinion

Exome sequencing post unconfirmed Dx—
true negative

63 50.4 75.6 Log normal PHIS, expert opinion

Exome sequencing post unconfirmed Dx—
false negative

63 50.4 75.6 Log normal PHIS, expert opinion

Post-NICU transition probabilities

Probability of death

True positive 0.24 0.19 0.29 Beta 40

False positive 0.21 0.17 0.25 Beta 16

True negative 0.21 0.17 0.25 Beta 16

False negative 0.90 0.72 1.00 Beta Expert opinion, Assumed

Each parameter used to populate the model is listed here, with the base case value, range for sensitivity analyses (both deterministic and probabilistic), the
distribution used for probabilistic sensitivity analyses, and the reference used to populate the parameter. The range used for sensitivity analyses was ±20%
of the base case for all parameters.
CP cerebral palsy, Dx diagnostic, IRS Internal Revenue Service, IFEBP International Foundation of Employee Benefit Plans, NICU neonatal intensive care unit,
PHIS Pediatric Health Information System, PSA probabilistic sensitivity analyses, USD US dollar.
aAssuming type 1 errors are more common than type 2 errors.
bAssuming transition probabilities post-NICU do not vary depending on NICU stay an inpatient diagnosis (TP, FP, TN, FN).
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be used as a US proxy for WTP for one year of perfect health.27,28

NMB ¼ WTP � QALY Treatment 1� Cost Treatment 1 (2)

iNMB ¼ eWES NMB� TC NMB (3)

All outcomes were calculated as QALYs using formula (4), and all costs
were aggregated direct and indirect costs (Appendix Note 8).

QALY ¼ Life Years � Health Utility (4)

Secondary outcomes included cost–consequences and budget impact
analyses, calculated from the health-care sector perspective. This analysis
consisted of total correct diagnoses (true positive and true negative), total
NICU survival, total NICU cost per patient, cost per correct diagnosis, cost
per NICU survival, and differences of secondary outcomes relative to
singleton TC.

Sensitivity analyses
TC varies widely depending on the care setting. Sensitivity analyses allow
us to test our model, such that multiple care settings can be considered.
Univariate sensitivity testing was conducted using a ±20% range from the
base case value to see which parameters had the largest effect on the ICER
and iNMB. Probabilistic sensitivity analysis explored uncertainty surround-
ing mean parameter values by varying parameter estimates using a 2,500
trial Monte Carlo simulation.29 Within each trial, parameter values were
randomly drawn from relevant probability distributions. Cost parameters
were given a gamma distribution, utilities a beta distribution, length-of-
stay values a log normal distribution, and transition probabilities a beta
distribution.30 Where dispersion values were required, standard deviation
was used. To demonstrate the proportion of simulations that favored
singleton eES, trio eES over singleton, or trio TC at willingness-to pay (WTP)
thresholds of $0 to $1,000,000 per QALY, a cost-effectiveness acceptability
curve (CEAC) was generated. A CEAC summarizes the decision uncertainty
in the cost-effectiveness analysis by showing the probability that each
intervention is cost-effective over a range of different WTP thresholds per
QALY.29

Expected value of perfect information (EVPI) was calculated to
determine the theoretical value of removing parameter uncertainty from

this model and can be interpreted as the decision maker’s WTP for perfect
information regarding all factors that may impact the preferred treatment
choice.31 Using results from our PSA, EVPI was calculated as the max net
benefit regardless of intervention, minus the dominant intervention
expected benefit. EVPI was calculated at similar WTP thresholds as NMBs.

Scenario analyses
Multiple scenario analyses were conducted to further assess ES value
relative to current typical care. A fifth comparator, “No ES,” was added to
compare singleton and trio eES and TC relative to no sequencing. This arm
consisted of TC diagnostics only. NMBs and CEACs were generated using
this fifth arm to contextualize when no sequencing may be valuable.
An additional hypothetical treatment scenario was constructed to

measure how key findings might change with the introduction of a
curative therapy (see Appendix Note 9). Hypothetical treatment scenario
assumptions consisted of (1) patients’ treatment with a true or false
positive diagnosis, (2) life extended with a US population norm health
utility, and (3) all other model parameters held constant (see Appendix
Note 9). Added life expectancy was varied from 1 to 15 years. Each
comparator arm’s iNMBs were calculated relative to singleton ES TC and for
a range of potential annual orphan medication costs with $193,324 as an
upper bound limit.32

RESULTS
Cost–utility
In the base case scenario, total, nondiscounted expected life-years
per patient is 2.10 years for singleton and trio eES arms, 2.03 years
for the TC arm under the singleton scenario, and 2.12 years under
the trio ES TC arm, consistent with life expectancies seen in
patients with severe MitD observed in real world settings.5,16 Total
discounted costs for the singleton eES arm is $288,308 and
$330,249 for the TC arm (Table 2). Discounted costs for trio eES
and the trio TC arm is $282,281 and $334,170, respectively. Total
discounted expected QALYs for each arm is approximately 1.1
(Table 2). These values imply that singleton and trio eES dominate

Table 2. Base case results of primary and secondary analyses.

Trio eES Singleton eES Trio TC Singleton TC

NICU outcomes

Proportion with correct diagnosis 0.90 0.86 0.79 0.75

Proportion surviving NICU 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.61

Health-care sector outcomes

Total NICU cost per patient $208,923 $214,741 $259,832 $258,773

Cost per correct diagnosis $232,498 $250,778 $327,162 $344,892

Cost per NICU survival $325,679 $336,585 $406,560 $420,837

Total NICU cost difference -$49,849 -$44,031 $1,060 Ref.

Cost per correct diagnosis difference -$112,394 -$94,114 -$17,730 Ref.

Cost per NICU survival difference -$95,158 -$84,252 -$14,277 Ref.

Lifetime outcomes

Discounted total QALYs 1.09 1.10 1.12 1.08

Societal outcomes

Discounted total costs per patient $282,281 $288,308 $334,170 $330,249

ICER Trio eES dominates 1 × TC Singleton eES dominates 1 × TC $93,569 Ref.

USD $200,000 iNMB $49,826 $45,387 $4,460 Ref.

USD $50,000 iNMB $48,432 $42,802 -$1,826 Ref.

Incremental cost-effectiveness ratios (ICERs), total life expectancies, quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs), and total costs are all reported here in 2019 USD. Trio
early exome sequencing (eES) is the preferred comparator due to lower costs per clinical outcome from a health-care sector perspective and greater
incremental net monetary benefit (iNMB) from the societal perspective. Correct diagnoses refer to all true positive and true negative diagnoses.
NICU neonatal intensive care unit, TC typical care, Ref. references.
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current TC practices for diagnosing patients with severe MitD
because they provide equivalent QALYs at a lower cost. iNMB of
singleton eES compared to singleton TC at a WTP of $200,000 and
$50,000 were also calculated to be $45,387 and $42,802,
respectively (Table 2). We observed iNMBs of $49,826 and
$48,432 at WTPs of $200,000 and $50,000 among trio eES relative
to singleton TC.

Budget impact and cost–consequence analyses
MitD patient NICU outcomes, predischarge, are better for patients
in the eES singleton and trio arms. More patients are correctly
diagnosed and more survive the NICU relative to singleton TC
(Table 2). Total NICU cost per patient, cost per correct diagnosis,
and cost per NICU survivor as observed from the health-care
perspective are less costly for both eES arms relative to both TC
arms. Trio eES has the lowest total NICU cost difference relative to
singleton TC, lowest cost per correct diagnosis, and lowest cost
per NICU survivor compared to each of the other arms at -$49,849,
-$112,394, and -$95,158 respectively (Table 2). These analyses are
primarily driven by more correct diagnoses, greater NICU survival,
and lower costs for eES arms relative to TC arms. Earlier diagnosis
by singleton and trio eES contributes to shorter NICU length-of-
stay and thus fewer health care–associated expenses.

One-way and probabilistic sensitivity analyses
The parameters with largest effects on ICER and iNMB at the
$200,000 and $50,000 WTP thresholds were the likelihoods of true
positive diagnoses in both arms (TC and eES), length-of-stay in the
NICU regardless of true/false positive/negative diagnostic rates,
discharge or death likelihood following an initial unconfirmed
diagnosis, and unconfirmed diagnosis likelihood following either
eES or TC (Fig. 2). Key results were robust to univariate sensitivity
analysis.
Probabilistic sensitivity analysis confirms base case results at

each WTP from US$0 to $1,000,000. At a $0 WTP, trio eES is the
most cost-effective comparator in 58% of simulations. However,
singleton eES becomes the best option as WTP threshold

increases beyond $500,000. Figure 3 and Appendix Fig. 2 exhibit
Monte Carlo simulations projected to a cost-effectiveness plane
and the cost-effectiveness acceptability curve.
Finally, EVPI was calculated according to our PSA results to

determine the theoretical amount a decision maker would be
willing to pay for perfect information on diagnostic outcome for
three of our comparators relative to singleton TC. Singleton eES
has an EVPI of $85,496 and $86,458 at a WTP of $50,000 and
$200,000, trio eES has an EVPI of $69,207 and $63,107 respectively,
and trio TC has an EVPI of $97,042 and $91,134, relative to
singleton TC.

Scenario analyses
Relative to singleton TC, no ES was more costly, although with a
positive iNMB of $6,778 and $1,135 at WTP thresholds of $200,000
and $50,000, relative to singleton TC. Total NICU cost, cost per
correct diagnosis, and cost per NICU survival were also less than
singleton TC (Appendix Table 5). No ES has a slightly lower
probability of being a cost-effective alternative at a varying WTP
threshold than singleton eES, and a higher probability of being
cost-effective relative to singleton and trio TC (Fig. 3).
Under the hypothetical curative orphan drug threshold analysis,

no ES has the largest iNMB relative to singleton TC, under the base
conditions that expected life expectancy due to therapy increases
(Appendix Figure 3a). However, as total orphan treatment cost
decreases (Appendix Figure 3b–f), eES yields the greatest iNMB.

DISCUSSION
ES is an expensive genetic diagnostic with clinical promise for
diagnosing newborns with rare diseases.14 This analysis evaluated
the economic value of eES for the diagnosis of neonates with
severe MitD. By robustly analyzing this patient population and
intervention from the societal perspective, eES is shown to have a
positive iNMB relative to TC, while also dominating the current TC
by reducing a major driver of ill newborn costs, i.e., NICU length-
of-stay. Given the results presented here, one could assume that
for other genetic diseases that are difficult to diagnose through
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Fig. 2 Tornado diagram of key parameters analyzed through one-way sensitivity analyses, comparing singleton early exome sequencing
(eES) to singleton typical care (TC). Unless otherwise indicated, all key parameters being adjusted are days spent in neonatal intensive care
unit (NICU) per branch due to either true positive, true negative, false positive, or false negative per comparator arm. Red line indicates an
incremental net monetary benefit (iNMB) of $0. Dx diagnosis. Full tornado diagrams can be found in Appendix Fig. 1.
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current clinical means, eES represents a cost-effective and cost-
minimizing way to quickly diagnose and optimally manage
patients with severe disorders. Furthermore, the breadth of
identifiable illnesses through ES suggests the analyses here are
conservative since other illnesses may be diagnosed in these
newborns at nearly zero marginal costs. This is particularly true if
parents consent to testing of the 59 genes on the American
College of Medical Genetics and Genomics–established list of
incidental findings.30 These include BRCA1/2, other cancer genes,
cardiomyopathy genes, and more.
There are several limitations to this analysis that may be

explored through threshold and scenario analyses. eES and
length-of-stay costs have a large effect on this model. Establishing
an appropriate neonatal cost-effectiveness threshold can help
inform clinicians on the timeliness of incorporating eES into the
care continuum. Other threshold analyses should also be
completed regarding the likelihood of true positive and true
negative diagnoses. As ES accuracy and testing precision
improves, the value of eES should also improve.
Although useful, PHIS has limitations. Since severe MitDs are

rare and deadly, newborns in community hospitals may die prior
to diagnosis. Since PHIS data are derived solely from children’s
hospitals, similar patients from community hospitals are excluded,
potentially underestimating MitD morbidity and mortality, which
may bias the observed effect of implementing a novel diagnostic
in the patient care continuum (Appendix Note 4).
Like other decision-analytic models, this analysis had additional

limitations that may bias or impact these results. MitD is rare and
often underdiagnosed. Data pertaining to longer-term outcomes
and health-care resource allocation are scarce. CP was used as a
proxy for generating costs and health state utilities to populate this
model. Although similar, CP is a different illness than MitD, and
both have different hurdles pertaining to cost and health states.
Given the lower life expectancy of severe MitD patients relative to
those of CP, results here may be an overestimate with the inclusion
of costs seen in infants with CP, but not in infants with MitD.
Most available evidence regarding diagnostic likelihood and

longer-term outcomes of patients with MitD is confined to single-
institution studies at major academic hospitals. Patients seen at
those centers likely have different outcomes and costs than those
seen at smaller institutions, so the inclusion of such data may

create bias. Finally, MitD is notoriously clinically and economically
heterogeneous. Thus, the base case explored here may not
represent the extreme clinical spectrum or diagnostic pathways
for neonates with severe MitD.
This paper highlights that interventions leading to earlier

diagnoses for MitD neonates are cost-effective and cost-
minimizing. Through earlier diagnosis, parents can be counseled
earlier, reducing family-associated emotional burden; earlier treat-
ment can potentially stabilize the patient; or palliative care for severe
cases can be implemented earlier. Although this paper demon-
strates the clinical and economic value of eES as a diagnostic for
newborns with severe metabolic disorders, the findings also
highlight research areas important for improving neonatal care of
patients with metabolic disorders. Further, EVPIs calculated here
indicate that decision makers stand to gain upwards of $90,000 per
MitD patient, if the uncertain parameters are studied further.
Scenario analyses demonstrate potential limitations of ES as a

MitD diagnostic. Due to eES cost and diagnostic accuracy, eES is
best served as an early diagnostic. Used as a last resort, early
diagnosis benefit, such as earlier patient discharge and shorter
NICU length-of-stay, are not observed in the modeled population,
suggesting in some cases, no exome sequencing is as beneficial as
late exome sequencing (Fig. 3). This finding underscores the
importance of including eES as a first-line diagnostic, especially as
diagnostic efficiency improves.
Threshold analyses demonstrate an interesting dynamic in this

model. As total post-NICU cost increases, no sequencing incurs the
largest iNMB. However, that decreases as total post-NICU cost
decreases, and eES starts to incur the largest iNMB. Although this
analysis is limited with fixed parameters, these findings demon-
strate the importance of later life costs in determining the value of
early-life diagnostics. This highlights the need for future discus-
sions to address cost of patient treatment after stabilization as
well as rethinking some neonatal care value metrics.
When evaluating eES from the societal perspective for a genetic

disorder, there are other scenarios worth considering. For
example, the newborn diagnostic odyssey can lead to a
substantial caregiver and parent quality-of-life burden.33 Future
analyses might also consider the advent of curative cellular
therapies. Capturing the impact of curative therapies will also
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underscore the potential benefit of exploring innovative
diagnostics.
As an expensive yet innovative diagnostic, convincing payers and

public agencies to reimburse eES has been difficult. By modeling the
clinical, health status, and cost associated with a severe neonatal
MitD, we have demonstrated the value of earlier inclusion of ES in
the diagnostic process. In addition to reducing the emotional toll on
families awaiting diagnosis, these findings can be informative for
clinicians and decision makers while we continue to search for a
curative therapy for this devastating group of diseases.
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